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HoW.Do Children Understand the Focus of. Negation?

/-

'Abgtract

The SoCtis assigned to sentential negatives is investigated in seven-

and ten-year-olds and, adults. Two cuet are considered as pragmatic inditators

Of the sentence component(s) to which"the negative operator is applied.

One is the articles; it is proposed that an indefinite noun phrase is taken

within the scope of a negative and a definite noun phrase outside it, A second

cue is position. Bged on Jackendoff's'andHornby's work, subjects may be

,.expected to take the second noun within'the focus of a sentential negative

regardless of the articles,.. The present study sampled ,a larger variety of

sentence structuresthah did de Boyssop-Bardies. Additionally, a multiplicity

of experimental techniques was used. In Experiments 1 and 2 subjects made

picture selections for sentences of the form. A,Nounl'isnIt'll-ing the Noun2,.

The Nouni isn'4A-ing a Noun2, and their' passives. In Experiment 3,,Aen

year- olds described the scenes of the sentences of the prior experiments.

It was found that ,position wasused.as a cue by all age groups. Also;-all

age groups took the indefinite article within the scope of the negative

with the effect being strongest in the adults and weakest in the seven-year-

olds. Developmental differences in the use of the articles are related to the

development of mastery of these linguistic markers.

4
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The purpose of the present'work is to investigate how people understand A

negative sentences, in particular what aspects of the sentence are negated

and to examine the development of this understanding with age., For iffitance,

in the' .sentence John does not eat bread, is the focus of the negative operator

John° (vi.z., It is not, John but Anithony (say) who eats-breach or is it bread

(viz. It is not bread that John eats but soMething else (say meat)) or is

it eat (viz. ,John does not'eat read; he does something else with it)?

Some,surface features of a sentence probably act as cues as to which.

component of a negative sentenc is the focus of. the negation. One such cue

is the articles present. A fu ctiOn of the articles is to indicate givenness

or neWness: an indefinite noun phrase introduces a previously unidentified

7.$).
. .

.

,referent into the ditcOurse (Vendler, 1967);. thereafter, a definite noun

:phrase is used to refer to the already identified referent. Consider the

two negative' sentences,

(1) Ann is not renting the van.

(2) Ann is not' renting' a van.
. ,

The negative operator in (2) seems quite' naturally to apply to van, the "new"

component in the sentence. so that (2) may very 'well be 'given, theinterpretation

: (3) Ann isn't renting a van; she ''s renting a car.

it th "given; ;" the negat,ive.,most naturally appliesHowever, in (1) 'where van

-to the-verb as in.

(4) Ann ,isn' t-re
/
nting',the van; she owns. it

L , 4
Thus, it' a prsdems_that agmatic indicator of the component 'of the, sentence to

should
. .

which, the negative applies ho be the articles in the sentence.

Since, the noun followinj-a'definite article has been alreadyi.eferenced, one

would ex4ct it to be .taken outside the focus of the negatiOn and 'one
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wouldexpect.a noun following an indefinite-krticle to be taken within the

focus. C.71

Another possible cue for the.assignment of the negative operator ,is the'

position Ofthe nouns in the sentence. Jackendoff 19 s that

hat forscope of the negative operator Is what follows it. This would

any negative sentence N1 neg V N2,, where N1 is the first - occurring noun in

the sentence and N2 the second-occurring ,one,We might expect people' to

apply the negative to N2, to V, or to VN2 (i.e., to the verb phrase as a

whole, e.g., Ann is not renting a van; she's doing her income tax); but, we

would not expect them to apply it to.N1. Hornby (1971)Aistinguishes between
'

the topic and comment in a sentencewith the- ".topic" being "the part'of the ,

sentence which constitutes what the speaker is:talking'about". (p.. 1976) and

the comment being the rest of the sentence. The topic of,ordinary,actives and

.passives is the first noun of the entence. Though Hornby's study contained.

no,negatives,the findings he obtained suggest that,for such ty pes.offentences

,

individuals 'flight leave the topic intact and apply-thenegative operator to
f

the comment. Presumably, it is the givenKess of-the topic' that marks 'it as

important. Hornby's analysis, arid that of Jackendbff are coMplementarY rather
. .

1

than competitive. Under both, Individuali utilize the cue o f'position for

ordinary sentences; they maintain the noun preceding the negation as is and

apply the negative operator to some other element(s). The work of Johgon

'taird (1969a,b) tlso suggests that position is used as a cue to the-scope of

"1 *7

logical elements, speCi#ically quahtifiers.

DO BOysson-Bardies (1977) looked at a limited ofthe:interaction'

Of negation.witharticleS;Aimeyer, the:presehi study samples a larger variety

of sentence structures than de BOysson-Bardies:didi Furthers, the drawing..

task she used may have induced the children to keep:Ithe,pictures simplistic
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This possibility is eliminated by the tasks used here.

EXPERIMENT 1

page

The purpose of this experiment was to determine whether the articles

and/or osition of the noun are used by subjects as cues to situate negative,

utters ces within their pragmatic context, and whether there are age differences.

1(50To the' xtent that. there is an article effect, one would expect subjects t"

to take an indefinite article within the focus of a negation. For example,

they should interpreethe active sentence A man isn't driving the car q,,

neg-(man) is driving the car. And, when presented with two-pictures, one
7

oea woman driving a car and the other.of a man driving ,a truck, theYthoUld

chciose the former as best described by the sentence.;

On the other hand, tr.subjects are operating strictly accordinl* the
_...,,:e

position cue, they should selec.ta pictOe which maintains the firSt4 currin6

,
noun regardless of the form oryoice.Of the sentence. -.So, for A..ma 't-

driving the car, subjects would be predicted to select the, picture of the

man'driving a truck "Subjects, may useboth.the article and position cue.'

In A...the... sentences the two cues work against each other, with the

article cue calling. for a picture selecti4 whidh changes'N , and,the position

cue calling for a change in N2, as in the example above. In The....

sentences both cues work in the same direction: They call for appljiihg the

negative operator to N2,Teading to picture choide in which N2 is changed.-

As nano illustration,,in the aFtive sentence the-man isn't driving a car, both

cues call, for selecting the'picture in which N
2

is changed, viz. 'that; of

i man driving a fruck. 9,For the* passive The ear isn't being driven by a-man,

both cueslead.to'selection o:f the picture in which a woma driving a car.

The decision of what types, of sentences to.incfyde i study was 1.

guided by the ,need to, ake certain that it was the articles and no oth
0

,

,
. ,

Y:
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features of the sentences that:were determining subjects' picture selections.

8ificilhe actor might have a special prominence in a sentence simply because 4

of its role as an actor, it was thought that subjects might,make picture
I

1

selections in Which 'the actor was always maintained in the sentence redardleis

of the articles preSent.. If they used such a strategy, which shall be

referred to as an "actor strategy,".they,would leave the first noun (N1)

in the pi time for active sentences and de second noun (N2.) in the picture

for-passi es (since in an ative,Sentence th6 actor is the first noun and

tn ,apassive sentence lit\ls the second noun). ThuS both active and passive

sentences were included t6Ydetermine if such astrategy was beingemplOyed.

Animacy of agent And object wAsvaried to determine ',Meth& animacy affected

picture selecti since it seemed conceivable that subjectswould see an

anima* no9ry as having greater-importance and might be. reluctant to apply.

the negative operator to it even if an indefinite article preceded it.
I

In all eight sentence types were vse . Half of these were ..active and half

were passive. In one of the actives and one of the passives,,both nouns

were animate; in another,'botnnouns wei-e.inanimateLin the third, they .first

noun was animate and the second inanimate; in the fourth, the ffrst noun

was animate and the second noun inanimate.

Method

411;

Child subjects were' 20 seven-year-olds, with a mean of 7-1 (years-months)

and 28 ten-yearolds, with a mean of 10-6. There were 20 adults who were

4,.
college students.

Each subjects was presented with 16 sentences. There were four

sentences%in each of the following four forms:

.(i).The:..a,..(Active): The ,N1 isn't Velma N

isn't carrying a frog.)

., The dog
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ii) The....a...(Passis): The Ni'isn t being V-ed by a NZ'(e.g.,

The,freg.isn t being carried by a do9L.)

/

(iti) ,11 isn't V-ink the N2 (e.g., A dog

isn't Carrying the frog).

(iv) A...the...(Pa§sth): Ali isn't being V-ed the N2 (e.g.,

A frog isn't being carriedby the dog).

Ead of the four sentence forms occurred in four anftht conditions..' The

four animacy conditions were N1 animate, N2 inanimate (n7In); N1 inanimate,,,

.N2 animate (In-An); Ni animate, N2 animate.(An-An); N1 inanimate, N2 i,nanimate

(In-In). /'

Foreach.of the 16 sentence types, content was rotated across SubjeCts

so that, for instance, forione quarter of the subje is the The...a...(Active)(AnIri)

entence was represented by The bear isn't readin a book, for, another

quarter of thesubject'by The man isn't washing a truck, for third quarter

by Thy mouse isn:Oeatfng an lee cream cone, and for the remain g subjects

. .by The rabbit i§nq-holding -,a; apple. In 411., there %,ee 16 types

sentence content man /washing/truck, baby Carrtag /hitting/

dog/carrying/frog, etc.). =And, any particular content ppeared in ea h.of the

four sentence forms for one quarter Of the subjects. T us, the content

min/washing/truckvas assigried to fqr a quarter, of th

subjects, toThe...a...(Passive) for a quarter of the su jects (te.g., The

4

truck isn't being washed by a man)i to A...the...(Act1ve) for a quarter (e g.,

A man isn't washing ,the'tAck),and to A...the...(Passive), for the remaining'

quarter. A similar rotation' was jaerfOrmed for the, other imacy types.

A'pair of pictures was designed for each content type o that in one
, .

Ni an the verb of the associated negative, sentence were mai tained but N2

was altered, an .:the of the verb and N2 were maintain led but N
1
was

ear
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, altered. For instance, for We content type man/washing/truck, one picture

depicted a woman washing a truck, and the other a min washing,a car. .

Thetask was, picture selection one. Subjects were read a sentence

'(e.g., A than isn't wash' ng the truck) and selected the pictui.e wh4h,,bett
,,

jllustrated\the sentence. .See the illustration on the following,
11-

Results and Discussion

An analyst" of variance was performed on thee number of picture selections

in which N
1
wA canged. The analysis was a four-way, analy0s pith repeated

measures on the first three factors. The factors were article (2 levels:.

a-the, the -a), yoice\(2 levels: active, passive), animacy (4 levels:

In-An, An-In, An-An, t -In) and age (3 levels). It was found that there was

a significant effect of age (F(2,65) = 4'.569),,p< .05, a significant article

4

effect (F(1,65). 69.450\p 100f), a significant age x article. interaction

6
(F(2,65,) . 5.105; o< :001) and 'a significant ageix voice interaction (F(2,65)

. \
= 3.966, p.<:05). There was\no significant main effect ofanimacy or voice,.

nor were any of the remaining,interactions significant, either.

Table 1 gives the mean number 'of picture selections per. subject that
A

were changes in Ni as a function of, voice for,each age group.. ( 'Each subject's

scare could be just 0 6r As an'example, for the sentence The cat isn't

being hugged by a girl, the selection of the picture showing a dog hugged by

a girl would be a response in which N-
1
:Was changed, and would receive:a score

\ .

of .1 for N1 changes'.') The article effect was a! predicted with subjects

of all ages making more N1-, A:..the../than on The,.%a.....sentence

A

forms. For the age effect, comparisons India thesignificant difference

to be between the seven- and led-year-olds it seven-year-Olds making

significantly more N1 changes than the ten-year.lolds (F(1,65)' = 8.956,1p< .01)

-9.
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,,and no significant differenCo in the number of N1 changes botWeen the ton-yeer-

olds and the adults. ,These findings have to do with preferences for changing'

N2, the difference with age in the'position effect discussed below.

The age x article interaction wps expected. It reflects the tendency

with increasing age for individuals to make increasingly more picture selections

in accordance with the article effect; they make More N1 changes,on A.;.the...
fi

sentence for and fewer N1 changes on :Me, . for6. :Thus, with increasing

age, there is an Increasing responsivenes.t to the linguisticAarkers a and

the as cues to the focus of negation. The age x voice interaction reflects

relatively more N1 changes op.passives in seven-year-olds and relatively

fewer, in theadults.

In order to determine whether an article effect was present in each

group individually and to explore further the source of the age x article

interaction, separate 2 x 2 x 4 analyses of variance wh repeated measures

on all three factors (article, voice, animacy) were carried out at each age

level. And, indeed, gnificant article effect was demonstrated at each

age (for the seven olds, F(1,19) 4.41, p <.05; for the ten-year-olds,

F(1,27) = 14.21, p <.001; for the adults, F(1,19) a p <.001).

Additionally, in both the\dults and the seven-year-old analyse:a

significant main effect of voice was found. Adults made more pi changes on

actives than on passives, although '.he F-value just barely reached significance-

(F(1,19) = 4.392,"p <.05). This finding for the adults seems dninterpretable

since there is no apparent reason for there being more N1 changes on actives

than on passives; it may be a chance effect. Seven4year-olds made'

significantly more N1 changes on passives than on hives (F(1419) = 6.229,

p <.05). This may be evidence for an influence of the role of the actor

in sentence comprehensionia possibility mentioned earlier (p. 5 That is,

4

1'2



the ibe Vewina the actor as.the:MOre Important constituent'

- and have ,a tendency ,to-apply the negation_ to the object-of dieaction. All

of these voice jffects seam weak ,relative other effe4s.

SUbjects operating strictly According to the art 0'\effect would

.°always change N2 on_The...a.A sentences and change N1 on A...the...1seritendes..

Whereas nearly all the adults (94%) change 12 on the former type of sentence,

only a majority of them (63%) change-N, on the latter tyie. This drop in

the percentage of subjects acting according to an article effect indicates

a tendency to change N2 regardless of the articles. It is a measure of the

"position effect." In The...a... sentence forms both effects work in the

same direction and require that the negative operator be applied to N2. In

A...the..: sentence forms while the article effect calls for applying the

negation to N1, the position effect calls for applying it to N2, leading

to the drop in the percentage of subjects operating according to an article

effect.

If there .were no position effect, one would expect N.. to be changed

for 'half the sentences (i.e., 8 times in the 16 opportunities). In order

to test the significance of the position effect, we compare the total number

of picture selections in which N2 is changed /to the expected number of 8..

Doing this, we find the position effect is significant at all ages ( for the

adults, t(19) = 5.926, p <.001; for the ten- year -olds, t(27) = 7.053, p <.01;

for the seven-year-olds, t(19). = 2.902; p<.01. The mean number of N2 changes

for each age group are as follow: Adults, 10.454 tey-year-olds, 11.11;

seven-year-olds; 9.30. Thus, the position effect peaks in the ten-year-olds.

ignificant difference with age in the position effect was indicated by

a\ohe-40.Y completelyrandomized analysis of variance for the number of N2
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It is pbssible to quantify the effects of the article cue 'and the

position cue in each of the age groups of Table 1. Let A be the probability:

that-position contributes to the response choice and P(N2) be the probability'

of selecting the picture that changes N2. ,Then for The...a... sentence fofts,

the two effects are workingin the same*direction and we can write

P(N2)The_a Ai+ P AP + 110 (A P AP))

If the only factors operating were the article and position

they both work in the same direction the probability that subjectswould'

choose the picture changing N2 would equal to the probability that the

article cue is operative ,plus. the probability, that the position cue is

operative minu the'probability.that both cues are operative; or symbolically(

(a)

cues, and since

A,+ P -AP. These,are the first three terms of equation (8). However, ifs

noise dominates (e.g. ,
subjects are guessing) then neither cue is utilized.

One can represent all such cases of noise by 1 - (A + P - AP). It is

expected that in half of these cases subjects will select N1 and in/half they

will select N2. Thus, 1/2(1 (A P - AP)) contributes to P(N2) whence the

third term of equation (8). ';,1gebraically, equation (8) reduc s to

P(N2)The-a 1/2'.(A P AP + 1).
(8'

For A...the... sentence forms, the position effect ca/ls for a change

in N2 but the article effect does not If only these t o effects were operating,

the probability of choosing N1 here is A(1 - P) and t 'probability of choosing

N2 is P(1 - A). All other cases may be represented/by 1 - (A(1 - P) + P(1 A)).

Again, in half of these cases we expect subjects to choose N,
1

and in half to

choose N
2'

thus, we can write ,

P(N2)A-the P(1 A) + 11(1
-. A(1 4P)/- P(1 - A. (9)

a

Since both.the article effect and the position effect are working in opposite

directions forA...the... formS, the probability:olf both A and P occurring

is nil. Therefore, such a term does rho riappear in the equation. :By appropriate --
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algebraic manipulations, equation (9) becomes

P(N2)12the 1/2(P A +
1).

For the adtilts:

P(N2)The-a *94 1/2(A

P(N2)A-the '"'= 1/2(P
,

Solving we get P = .50, A = .76.

page 12

From Table 2, we can substitute in the values for -P(N ) for each group.

The guessingjactorJorlhe..-.a. sentences,

sr7741\,--- 11(1 (A +'P AP))- :works out to The guessing factor for A...the...

sentences,. A(1 - P(1 - A)Ii: Works-but to .25. For the.ten7year-olds:

P(N ) = .80 =.2(A + P - AP-4
%) 2 The-a

P(N2)A_the .59 = P - A + 1).,

Solvinj, A = .27, P = .4. The guessing factors are .20 for The...a. . sentences

and :26 for A...the.. sentences. For the seven- year - olds

.64 = 11(A +.P - AP + 1)P(N2)The
-a

P(N2)A-the =
52 = h t(F) - A + 1)

Solving, A = .12, P = .17. The guessing factors are .365 for The...

sentence forms and .375 for A...the... sentence forms.

tThus, the contribution of the article effect at ten years is roughly

twice what it is at seven years. Position is A stronger cue an the article

in ten-year-olds but the reverse is true for adults. The major jump in the

article effect occurs between ten years and adulthood and the major jump in

the position effect between seven and ten years.

EXPERIMENT 2

Whereas in Experiment 1 the sentences were presented orally only, the

sentences in Experiment 2 were written out and visually displayed (as well

as presented orally) to a group of ten-year-olds so as to lessen attention

and memory demands.

Subjects were twenty -four, children. from the fifth-grades of one



public and one private school in New York City ranging in age from 9-8 to

,

11-6,.with a mean of 10 5, years and months. Sentences were the same as

A N46

those in Experiment ,1 but each typed in capital type ofl,an tndividual

white index aard. Picture pairs were identical'to thOse in the first

experiment. The design was a replication of that ithe-first experimen

The.procedure was asin:Experiment 1 except that the sentences. were

displayed vistrlly. In addition', instead of only the experimenter readin

!)the sentence, the childfirst read it, and the, experimenter then repeated

it one or more times during the time -interval that the child took, to make

a picture selection. The results replicated that of the first experiment.'

In Experiment 1 children were asked to describe what scenarios t
f.

would themselves generate for negatiye sentences. There were two reas

for doing this The first was to see whether the results of the'pri

experiment could be obtained.with a $rnerent mefhod. In the previous
,

two experiments subjects were presented with a forced choice between two

pictures where only one component (agent or object) of these sentences was

changed inieach picture. In the present experiment subjects could construct

descriptions of negative sentences in which the negative operator applied

to and changed one or, more components (agent, verbli ject) of the sentence.

The second purpose of Experiment 3 was to provide a <replica,tion of
(N.

de Boysson-Bardies' (1977) study with an improved method. De Boysson-Bardies

asked her subjects to draw what was happening in a negative sentence. In the
0

present experiment subjects were."!atkd not to draw but to say what they

would draw for the negative sentence"; only a verbal description is required

and drawing ability s inconsequential. In addition; a much broader sampling

of sentences and sentence types was employed than in de Boysson-Bardies,: work.
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Subj ct Sixteen tei*Yearo d from
AN

"schb,D1* in 'York City particiPated. Theyrariged in -age from )9-5 to 10.-9s.

one parochial and

with a mewl of 10-24 years 'and mrths.
.

) Stimuli and Design No pictu6s were used.. The stimuli consisted of

the 64 sentences of Experiments 1 and 2; each of which was typed on an ,, '''-.,,

1 ,.

.

inde*'.card. Each child received 16 of trfts -since content, was rotated as

Experiments 1 and 2 The design was id ntica1 to that in the first

two experiinents.

Procedure. Each child was seen individually. Experimenter Aced

the fiut of the sixteen index caMs-in front of the stibject and said "Suppose

someone said (INSERT SENTENCE 1) 'and- asked you. to draw what;they were

saying what woe yOu draw?" Thelsame phcedurg- was followed for the remaini ng
. .

/,

15 index cards (sentences).

0 Results andDiscussion.,)

r.-
Subjects could apply the negative operator to oneor More

f
aoinponents'

.
k

of the sentence. RespOnses were categorized as to whether the negation
4

was applied to the first noun of the sentence IA N1), to the second noun*

( A N2), to the verb ( AV). or to some combination of these elements (viz.,

A NiV,, A VN2)..

JAn article effect makes the prediction that there'will be more ANN.

and AN1V type responses to A...the:..' than to The...a... sentence fOrnis.;

A three-way analysis of variance with repeated measures on all three

factors was performed. The three factors were article order (2 levels:

a-the, the-a), voice (2 levels: active, passive) and animacy A4 levels:

An-In, In-An, An-An, In-In). Each subject's score was the sum of his

A N
1 1

+ AN V type responses. Thus scores are either 0 or 1. ,The prediction

of an article effect was borne out, F(1 15) = 5.907, p< .05. No significant

17



_ -'main: effect of voice was preserit 'nor' :of animacyi nor were there any

significant interactions.- A ana ypis on .02 + AVN2 responses

ice I

gave...the 'same;results. Table 2 'shows t e` Percerlage of responses for 'each

response category when the data have- en -combiried across anacY conditiOnt.

There are two possible definitions of the positiofieffect in this

experiment.' 'I, f we, Ifkle Jackendiiff, take:i- theG position effect to be ;tip_Ir
`. application of -the negative o'pera tor tci,,Wh ver follows the gative in

the sdntence and pleasure it by'reining AV -I- A' N? + AN? respo ses, 'itheri'lt

is evident from-Table '2 zthat there is a htigQ pbsition' effect. Alternatively,

Hornby's work Can be used as the theoretical basis for the p sition erect

and as' in the vious: experimerfts, we scan take theipositi effect 63
... -

consist of just those responses, that involve atkdng trip negative operator
4*-

to the second noun-ki .e.,. sponses th$were N2 'and VN2 changes) , A measure

of the eft can then be otytajnO, by4.6on idering over all -sentence forms

ether, subjectso make, more A 02 N2 than 4 tit-+ p Illy resonses. And,'

- ,

indeed, there are as indicated by a, matched t- test,gt(15) = 3471,
4 1.

Iri sum, a signifiant article effect And pos i ti on effect were

demonstrated in ten7year-olds. This replicatesAthe findingi

1 and-2. Furthermore, it was found that wh \--",children are g

i

opportunity to apply the negation to'the_verb of a sentence,
1/4 ,

dv often. /-

of. Experiments

er si

iv-en. the

they do, so

4-7
'GENERAL DISCUSSION

The questions that motivated the experiments here were: What sentential

cues do people use in their interpretation,of neOtive sentences?. And, are

there any developmental changes with agef'.in their use? Two.. potential cues

were considered: articles and position.

The three experiments showed that in all age groups tested .the articles
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%

are used as pragmatic i dicatdrs 'of' where the negation

a

be applied, with .a definite article being taken outside the fotus of the

page:16

4T3 4.

in a sentence sh

negationand an, indefinite 'article Within it. The .Majoedevelopment in the

.

article` effect takes 'olaceIate: The effect is significant, in all .age groups

. -but jumps markedly between ten Years and adulthood..

.=;

Although the ar.ticle effe t Was significant in- the uven-yea,-olds,

' e
t was weakest' in t is group with 'there °being eVidence for -a tendencY

for the -actor constituent td,biloroteCted Ititm (fl :tppy s of negation. It

may be that seven-year-olds are as adept as dlder sUbjecti-in using the

articles as ,,cues to ,the focus of. negation but5viakIPiei-ilave not yet,
.

developed mastery of the liquistit functions Of' the articles. ..While some

functions of the articles are mastered. by' years, ,e.g., the deictid

function of the and the nominative function f a (Karmiloff-Smith, 1479),

appreciation of the nonspecific reference.

function of tle are later-developing

Warden, 1976). One would expect that as

e-

ction of a and of the anaphoric

ties '(Karmil off-Smith, 1979;

eloPs so,voujd the

article effect, and this is what we find. \liarmiloffzSmitli (4)79,) r6ierts.

that it is not until adoTescence that the deinIte article has linguistic

antecedents, and in the prdsent. 471( A is in this age r&ii6e-LthatIthere is ,

a significant growth in the article effect.

The,experiments here demonstrated9.at the same article and position

effects are obtained regardless of the technique. Also, in none\of, the

experiments did animacy of .agent and object play a signficant role in the.

\,

interpretation given to the' negative.

Let u5.consider the position effect. As noted earlier, the position,

effect denotenhe subjects' tendency to maintaiN the first noun of the

sentence in the picture selected or in the verbal description and, to focus-.

the negation on some portion of the sentence following the negative. Even

19
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e'

seven-year-ads 1, a
position. as a .cue or the ?ocos of thenegation, and it

Aight even beit4ed at younget: qes though., this was.not testedsbere., Two

exPlanationsj far the position* ef fe`ci were offered.' One derives from

Ockend6fe§ (1g61 work in which° he:asserts. that the sdope of the.negative

what
, ,

,pllows it .(e.g., V, VN2. , NO. The secOnd..,doines froin Horn y''s
4 ',op

th.6=10 year olds on topic-comment, viz'. , that. chilifrentak Are-

art.of the sentence to be the toR;ic, the more 'essentfal com nt,

therefore apply thenegation to, the-remainfyig part of the sentence.
t.

4
;

increase in the position effect here between '7 and 10 years parallels

findings that sensitivity to, topic and comment increases in this

ge rye. attention to topic and cdirraleirt.; and thus to position; is but

another manifestation of an awareness of the giveri in a sentence (the topicenen
,..

.

and of: the new.
(

t
a i

'1 Let us comPare the age, trends. here and those in de Boysson-Bardies'

wri9. She found no significant difference in the article effect in the

°

age groups studied :'(4 -10 years). A sigificant article effect was .demonstratemr

in all the age groups of Experiment 1 with gnjef i cant- differences between

the child g oups. Thus, thetlg are &no "Into sistencies-in the age trends
..

,

. ...

here and thse.reported,by de Boysson-Bardies.. Fur ermore, de Boysson-Bardies

did not tetf-any adult )sUbjedts and'Ild she dont so she may very well Ito
. 4 '

)

obtained the jurriOn the _article. effect between,ten years and adulthood' that

was found here.
,

.1 IN. M 4

The'fact that both the position effect and article effect are .ignificant

(

in seven-year-olds means that even such young childiv are ale to use not only

'the crude measure of posit on but also the finer measafe of article structure

as cues tAthefocus of negation. In later childhood there is still heavy

A 1 .

rerance on position.: In adulthood once all the linguistic functions of

20
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page 18

,:the articles .have' been mattered the articles are relied on more heavily.

'It is prObably in adelscence, once a complete awareness of all the

linguistic, functions of tne7articles develnps (Karmtloff-Smith, 1979),

that the articles begin to overtake position as a cue to the focus of

;'negation.

o .
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Table 1

11,

Mean number N
1
changes per subject as a functiotof age in Experiment 1

---
(Data combined over animacy condiflons)

Adults

Sentence Form

z
rD
ua

rt
0
=

Ten years Seven yea s

The N1 a N2 (Actives) .25(6) 78(20) 1.20(30)

The N1 .. a N
2'

(Passives) .25(6) .78(20) 0 1.70(43)

Total A .50 1.57 2.90

A N ... the N
2

(Actives) 2.85(71)1 .. 1.51(38) 11,60(40)

A 1
N

1

the N
2

(Passives) 2,20(55) 1.75(44) 2.20(55)
,

Total 5.05 3.26 3.80

Note. Maximum mean for each cell = 4.0. The numbers in parentheses iddicate4the

percentage of responses that were changes in N1.

23.



Table

Peeceiitag d3 responrs conforiing to selected response

pa}Arterns by sentence form in Experiment 3

Sentence .Fon;
AVN

2
AV ,

The N
1

.. a N.
2
(Act4es) .42

The N1 a N,
4

(Pa;ssivest ) 44

A N
1

4. the. N
2

(Actives) 33
. .

a

A NI . the N2 (Pas'si ves) 436
E

a

AN
1

V other.

5 .42 9 0

5 42 6 2 1

5 44 14 3 1

3 45: 11

/°.

5 0

a

Note. "QV designates a response in which N2 of the given sentence

was Changed;,"AVN2" designates one in which both the verb and N2 was changed; etc.

4
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